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Abstract: Geometries and singlet-triplet splittings for the 10 geometrical isomers of didehydrophenol are
characterized at a variety of levels of electronic structure theory. The influence of the hydroxyl group is primarily
to increase/decrease the weight of zwitterionic singlet mesomers that place positive/negative charge adjacent
to oxygen in valence bond descriptions of the arynes. For some of themetaisomers, this interaction stabilizes
distortion in the direction of a bicyclic geometry. The net effect, relative to the unsubstituted benzynes, is to
increase the singlet-triplet splittings in 2,3-, 2,6-, and 3,5-didehydrophenol and to decrease that splitting in
2,4- and 2,5-didehydrophenol (3,4-didehydrophenol is essentially unaffected). As shown for other arynes, the
singlet-triplet splittings can also be accurately estimated by correlation with proton hyperfine coupling constants
in antecedent monoradicals, these values being accessible from very economical calculations.

Introduction

o-Benzyne is an experimentally and theoretically well-
characterized reactive intermediate having substantial synthetic
utility.1,2 Although they are typically more difficult to access
experimentally, interest inm- andp-benzyne isomers has been
renewed in the past decade by the discovery that in situ
generatedp-benzynes are implicated as the reactive species
responsible for the activity of the so-called enediyne class of
antitumor antibiotics.3 (Cycloaromatization of 3-ene-1,5-diynes
to p-benzynes was demonstrated by Jones and Bergman4 several
years prior to isolation of the first enediyne antibiotic.)

A significant factor decreasing the clinical utility of enediyne
(and related) antibiotics is that the phenomenon responsible for
their activity, namely, hydrogen atom abstraction from DNA
sugars by thep-benzyne diradical, manifests itself with very
little selectivity. This aggressive reactivity has been ascribed
to a small splitting between the singlet and triplet states of the
relevant benzyne.5-7 Since the singlet-triplet (S-T) splitting,
and thereby the reactivity, is expected to be sensitive to aryl
substituents, the effect of such substituents on the chemistry of
enediynes and related antitumor agents has received considerable
attention.8-13

Several key properties of the unsubstituted “parent” benzynes,
including heats of formation, S-T splittings, electron affinities,
and some vibrational frequencies, have been determined from
gas-phase negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy.14 Additional
information regarding gas-phase reactivity of substituted ben-
zynes has derived from mass spectral studies; for instance,
Thoen and Kentta¨maa15,16 have characterized the reactivity of
a m-benzyne substituted with a positively charged substituent.

Additional data on the parent benzynes, particularly infrared
spectra which have been useful in determining structure, have
derived from matrix isolation spectroscopy.17,18 The latter
technique has moreover proved useful for the generation of
substituted benzynes, including 2,4-didehydrophenol and some
6-alkyl-substituted analogues,19 3,5-didehydrofluorobenzene, and
3,5-didehydrotoluene.20

Theory has played a key role in characterizing the benzynes
as well, to include substituted benzynes,20-25 annelated
benzynes,26-31 and benzynes incorporating heteroatoms in the
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aromatic ring.7,32-35 This paper characterizes the 10 possible
didehydrophenols (DDPs; six didehydro geometrical isomers,
for four of which there are two distinct hydroxyl rotamersssee
Chart 1) at levels of electronic structure theory that account for
electron correlation in various ways. Chemically, we focus on
the influence of the hydroxyl group on aryne geometries and
singlet and triplet state energies. Comparison of all 10 isomers
renders particularly clear the nature of certain influences. From
a computational standpoint, we employ several different levels
of electronic structure theory to ensure the validity of the
chemical interpretations as well as to evaluate limitations in
the application of certain theoretical levels to certain aryne
isomers.

Computational Methodology

Geometries were optimized at the multiconfigurational self-consistent-
field (MCSCF) and density functional (DFT) levels of theory. In every
case the correlation-consistent polarized valence-double-ú basis set, cc-
pVDZ,36 was employed.

The MCSCF calculations were of the CASSCF variety.37 For the
arynes, eight electrons were included in the active space constructed
from the six π orbitals of the aromatic ring and the twoσ radical
orbitals. This active space was reduced to seven electrons/orbitals for
hydroxyphenyl radicals, and to six electrons/orbitals for phenol.

Two different DFT functionals were employed. Both used the
gradient-corrected exchange functional of Becke,38 which was combined
either with the gradient-corrected correlation functional of Lee, Yang,
and Parr39 (BLYP) or that of Perdew et al.40 (BPW91). Singlet aryne
DFT “wave functions” that exhibited instability with respect to spin-
symmetry breaking were optimized with unrestricted DFT. Vibrational

frequencies, zero-point vibrational energies, and thermal enthalpy
contributions were calculated at the BLYP/cc-pVDZ level.

Dynamic electron correlation was also accounted for at the CASPT2
level41,42 by using the MCSCF wave functions as reference. Some
caution must be applied in interpreting the CASPT2 results since this
level of theory is known to suffer from a systematic error proportional
to the number of unpaired electrons.43 CASPT2 energies were calculated
for both MCSCF and DFT geometries. In addition, coupled-cluster
calculations including single and double excitations and a perturbative
estimate for triple excitations were carried out for single-configuration
reference wave functions expressed in either Hartree-Fock (CCSD-
(T)44,45) or Brueckner (BD(T)46) orbitals. Brueckner orbitals47 eliminate
contributions from single excitations in the coupled-cluster ansatz, and
this can remove instabilities48 associated with very large singles
amplitudes in the more common CCSD(T) method. Such instabilities
were manifest in thep-DDPs.

Analysis of CASPT2 and CCSD(T) (or BD(T)) energies for the
MCSCF, BPW91, and BLYP geometries indicated that in every instance
but one, the BLYP geometries were lower in energy (i.e., better). The
sole exception was syn triplet 2,3-DDP, where the MCSCF geometry
was predicted to be 1.1 kcal/mol lower at the CASPT2 level than the
BLYP geometry. Thus, unless otherwise indicated, all data in this paper
are computed with use of BLYP geometries. We note that Sander and
Exner have also compared various functionals for their accuracy in
predicting substitutedm-benzyne geometries and concluded that the
BLYP functional was optimal.20 Similarly, Gräfenstein et al. have shown
that the BLYP level of theory with a polarized double-ú basis set
compares well with experiment for a variety of unsubstituted aryne
properties; they demonstrated that this agreement derives in part from
a fortuitous cancellation of errors associated with basis set incomplete-
ness and deficiencies in the functional.49

Partial atomic charges were computed by using Charge Model 2 at
the BPW91/6-31G* level of theory. BLYP/cc-pVDZ geometries were
used; hydrogen charges are summed into the heavy atom to which the
H is attached. Isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (hfs) were
calculated as50

whereg is the electronicg factor,â is the Bohr magneton,gX andâX

are the corresponding values for nucleus X, andF(X) is the Fermi
contact integral

where PR-â is the BPW91/cc-pVDZ one-electron spin density matrix,
and evaluation of the overlap between basis functionsφµ and φν is
only at the nuclear position,RX.

Multi- and single-reference calculations were carried out with the
MOLCAS51 and Gaussian 9852 electronic structure program suites,
respectively.
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Results and Discussion

Heavy atom bond distances for the singlet and triplet DDPs
are presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. While we analyze
individual isomers in more detail below, we note here that there
is a general trend for C-C bonds to a dehydro center to be
shortened and C-C bonds one bond further away (i.e., anti-
periplanar to the nonbonding orbital) to be lengthened relative
to the unperturbed aromatic system. The effects oppose one
another for some bonds in theo- andm-DDPs while the bond-
lengthening effect is reinforcing in thep-DDPs, which show
some of the longest antiperiplanar C-C bonds. The source of
the shortening effect is simply enhanced s character in the
contribution of the dehydro carbon to theσ bonding orbital,
while the source of the lengthening effect is hyperconjugation
between the parallel C-C σ bonding andσ* antibonding orbitals
and the nonbonding orbital at the dehydro position.53 Whether
the C-C σ orbital acts as a donor or theσ* orbital acts as an
acceptor, the net effect is to decrease the bond order.

Biradical stabilization energies (BSEs) for the singlet and
triplet DDPs are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. To

maximize chemical accuracy, BSE is defined in this paper by
a multistep process. First, we compute the 298 K heat of reaction
for the isodesmic process

wheremandn represent dehydro positions. Thus, eq 3 measures
the enthalpy change associated with interaction of the two
dehydro positions in DDP compared to the monoradicals. The
BSE values from eq 3 are then corrected for each level of theory
by the amount necessary to make that level agree with
experiment14,54 for the BSE of the corresponding benzyne,
defined as the 298 K heat of reaction for

This correction scheme largely eliminates any idiosyncratic
behavior exhibited by particular levels of theory for particular
isomers, so that the span of predicted BSEs in Tables 1 and 2
is quite smallstypically less than 0.5 kcal/mol. Figure 3 plots
the CCSD(T) (or BD(T)) BSEs for all isomers to facilitate
identification of chemical trends.

The difference in BSEs for the singlet and triplet spin states
defines the 298 K singlet-triplet (S-T) splitting. Experimen-
tally, such splittings are more typically reported as 0 K quantities
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Table 1. Singlet DDP BSEs (H298, kcal/mol)a

ortho meta para

level syn-2,3 anti-2,3 syn-3,4 anti-3,4 2,6 3,5 syn-2,4 anti-2,4 syn-2,5b anti-2,5b

BLYP -38.3 -38.6 -34.4 -34.1 -26.4 -23.5 -18.6 -18.0 -3.1 -3.1
CASPT2 -37.6 -38.0 -34.6 -34.4 -25.5 -22.8 -18.4 -17.9 -2.7 -2.6
CCSD(T) -37.4 -37.8 -34.5 -34.1 -25.6 -22.8 -18.5 -17.9 -2.8c -3.1c

a All calculations used the cc-pVDZ basis set and BLYP optimized geometries; see eqs 3 and 4 for BSE definition.b Geometry optimized with
unrestricted (broken spin symmetry) BLYP.c BD(T).

Table 2. Triplet DDP BSEs (H298, kcal/mol)a

ortho meta para

level syn-2,3 anti-2,3 syn-3,4 anti-3,4 2,6 3,5 syn-2,4 anti-2,4 syn-2,5 anti-2,5

BLYP 2.3 3.2 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.3 -0.2 -0.1 -1.1 -1.1
CASPT2 4.4 3.3 1.8 1.7 1.4 1.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.9 -1.0
CCSD(T) 4.3 3.7 2.1 1.9 1.6 1.3 0.0 0.1 -1.0b -1.0b

a All calculations used the cc-pVDZ basis set and BLYP optimized geometries; see eqs 3 and 4 for BSE definition.b BD(T).

Figure 1. Heavy atom bond lengths (Å) for singlet DDPs at the BLYP/
cc-pVDZ level. In every case, the O-H bond is oriented in-plane to
the right.

Figure 2. Heavy atom bond lengths (Å) for triplet DDPs at the BLYP/
cc-pVDZ level. In every case, the O-H bond is oriented in-plane to
the right.

m-C6H4OH + n-C6H4OH f m,n-C6H3OH + C6H5OH (3)

m-C6H5 + n-C6H5 f m,n-C6H4 + C6H6 (4)
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(the differential thermal contributions to the singlet and triplet
spin states are, however, rarely more than 0.1 or 0.2 kcal/mol).
Table 3 provides the 0 K S-T splittings for the 10 DDPs at
each level of theory. Note that the correction of the BSEs
implied by eqs 3 and 4 above is equivalent to computing the 0
K enthalpy change for the isodesmic reaction

and then adding to this the experimental value14,54for the S-T
splitting of the relevant benzyne. We note again that this
correction scheme dramatically reduces differences in predic-
tions from different levels of theory (for specialists interested
in the uncorrected performance of the various levels of theory,
the raw data are provided as Supporting Information).

Also listed in Table 3 are S-T splittings predicted from a
correlation of that quantity with BPW91/cc-pVDZ proton
hyperfine coupling constants in appropriate antecedent radicals.
Thus, for instance, the hfs for the proton at position 3 in the
2-dehydrophenol radical can be used to predict the S-T splitting
in 2,3-DDP.25,27,35,55The raw S-T splittings predicted from the
relevant correlations were corrected by the amount needed to
bring the corresponding value predicted for the corresponding
parent benzyne into agreement with experiment. The overall
agreement between the hfs-predicted S-T splittings and those
computed directly is impressive. This is especially true insofar
as this method for prediction of the S-T splittings involves

only very economical DFT calculations for the three unique
doublets, which do not suffer from any of the various technical
challenges encountered for individual singlet and triplet DDP
species.

ortho Diradicals. BSEs for theortho singlets are predicted
to be the most negative while those for the triplets are predicted
to be the most positive over all the DDPs. This is entirely as
expected insofar as the singlets have substantial triple bond
character while the triplets suffer from enhanced exchange
repulsion associated with the proximity of the two parallel spins.
The identical situation is observed for the benzynes.14,56

More interestingly, the BSE for 2,3-DDP is predicted to be
larger than that for 3,4-DDP at every level of theory. This effect
does not appear to be hyperconjugation of the in-plane 2,3-π
bond into the parallel C-O σ* orbital: the average C-O
distance in the two rotamers of 2,3-DDP is 1.362 Å while in
3,4-DDP this value is 1.374 Å; if hyperconjugation into the
C-O σ* orbital were operative in 2,3-DDP one would expect
the C-O bond to be longer, not shorter, than it is in 3,4-DDP.
The difference seems to be the extent to which a zwitterionic
mesomer contributes to the electronic structure of 2,3-DDP. The
C-O bond dipole stabilizes development of anionic charge at
the 2 position and cationic charge at the 3 position. In 3,4-
DDP, interaction with the C-O bond dipole is much less
effective.

Analysis of relevant bond angles supports this rationalization.
These angles for the dehydro carbons in 2,3-DDP are somewhat
unusual. In thesynisomer of 2,3-DDP (i.e., the hydroxyl proton
is on the same side of the ring as the triple bond), the CCC
bond angle at the 2 position is 118.6° while at the 3 position it
is 135.7°. This contrasts significantly with thesyn isomer of
3,4-DDP, where the bond angles at the 3 and 4 positions are
126.9° and 127.2°, respectively. Theanti rotamers in each case
have very similar bond angles to thesyn. The distortion in the
2.3-case is consistent with carbanion development at the 2
position and carbocation development at the 3 position. Analysis
of charge separation across the formal triple bond is further
consistent with this rationalization. The CM2 charge of C(2) is
0.14 charge units more negative than C(3) in 2,3-DDP, while
in 3,4-DDP the difference in charges between C(3) and C(4) is
only 0.02 charge unit. All of the above effects are essentially
absent in theortho triplets, again supporting the contention that
it is the degree of polarization of the in-planeπ bond that
differentiates 2,3- and 3,4-DDP.

Table 1 indicates that the polarization present in the 2,3-DDP
singlet provides a BSE about 2 kcal/mol more negative than

(55) The correlating equation used for theortho andmetaradicals was
(S-T splitting, kcal/mol)) -1.39× (1H hfs, G)- 9.48, and that for the
para radicals (S-T splitting, kcal/mol)) -1.99 × (1H hfs, G) - 0.30.
The values in Table 3 are, where appropriate, averages over the two possible
hfs values that can be used, e.g., the S-T splitting for 2,3-DDP is the
average computed from using the hfs for position 3 in 2-dehydrophenol
and for position 2 in 3-dehydrophenol.

(56) Cramer, C. J.; Nash, J. J.; Squires, R. R.Chem. Phys. Lett.1997,
277, 311.

Table 3. DDP S-T Splittings (H0, kcal/mol)a

ortho meta para

level syn-2,3 anti-2,3 syn-3,4 anti-3,4 2,6 3,5 syn-2,4 anti-2,4 syn-2,5b anti-2,5b

BLYPc -40.4 -41.4 -35.9 -35.4 -28.0 -24.9 -18.5 -18.1 -2.1 -2.0
CASPT2c -41.8 -41.0 -36.2 -35.8 -26.8 -24.0 -18.5 -18.1 -1.8 -1.6
CCSD(T)c -41.9 -41.1 -36.2 -35.8 -27.1 -24.2 -18.6 -18.2 -1.9d -2.2d

from hfse -40.2 -41.5 -36.9 -36.4 -26.4 -23.3 -19.3 -19.6 -2.0 -2.2

a All calculations used the cc-pVDZ basis set. BLYP optimized geometries unless otherwise indicated.b Singlet geometry optimized with unrestricted
(broken spin symmetry) BLYP.c See eqs 3-5 and discussion in text.d BD(T). e BPW91 geometries; see text for the method of description.

Figure 3. CCSD(T)//BLYP DDP BSEs (kcal/mol) except for 2,5-DDP,
for which BD(T)//BLYP BSEs are plotted.

3[m,n-C6H3OH] + 1[m,n-C6H4] f
1[m,n-C6H3OH] + 3[m,n-C6H4] (5)
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that for singleto-benzyne,54 while the BSE for triplet 2,3-DDP
is predicted to be about 1 kcal/mol morepositiVe than that for
o-benzyne. Taken together, these lead to a S-T splitting for
2,3-DDP that is some 3 to 4 kcal/mol larger than that found for
o-benzyne. These results are fairly insensitive to which hydroxyl
rotamer is considered. The BSEs for 3,4-DDP, on the other hand,
are quite close to those ofo-benzyne, as is, necessarily, the S-T
splittingsagain there is little sensitivity to choice of hydroxyl
rotamer. Thus, the perturbing effect of the hydroxyl group on
the o-benzyne system is limited to the case where it is
immediately adjacent to the formal triple bond.

metaDiradicals. There are fourmetaDDPs: 2,6-, 3,5-, and
two hydroxyl rotamers of 2,4-DDP. As the properties of 2,4-
DDP show very little sensitivity to choice of hydroxyl rotamer,
for ease of discussion below all quantitative values for 2,4-
DDP will be taken from thesyn rotamer.

Among themetasinglets, 2,6-DDP and 3,5-DDP have shorter
interdehydrocarbon distancess1.988 and 1.978 Å, respectivelys
than does 2,4-DDP at 2.023 Å (cf. 2.021 Å form-benzyne at
the same level of theory). Thus, the 2,6 and 3,5 isomers may
be regarded as being more highly distorted toward a bicyclic
structure, and such a preference in these systems compared to
2,4-DDP can be understood by consideration of the polarization
of theπ system. As the aromatic ring distorts toward a hydroxyl-
substituted bicyclo[3.1.0]hexa-1,3,5-triene, the bicyclic system
can adopt some character of a zwitterionic resonance structure
involving fusion of a formally aromatic cyclopropenium cation
and an allyl anion (Figure 4). The contribution of this mesomer
is manifest in the partial charges of the terminal allyl CH groups.
In the limits of optimizing 2,6- and 3,5-DDP structures with
constrained interdehydrocarbon distances of 2.4 and 1.4 Å, CM2
charges for these groups are about 0.08 electronic charge unit
more negative in the bicyclic structures than in the monocyclic
one.

The C-O bond lengths of the 2,6- and 3,5-DDPs, 1.362 and
1.368 Å, respectively, are also consistent with a significant
contribution from the zwitterionic resonance structures invoked
above. Both distances are shorter than the BLYP optimized
C-O bond length in phenol, 1.381 Å, which is comparable to
that predicted for 2,4-DDP, 1.385 Å. The interaction between
the oxygenπ-like lone pair and the cyclopropenium ion to which
it is directly attached in 2,6-DDP is clearly stabilizing insofar
as the system has the character of a protonated cyclopropenone
(Figure 4). The stabilizing interaction between the oxygen lone
pair and the allyl anion in 3,5-DDP is more subtle, and best
discussed in conjunction with an analysis of theπ system for
2,4-DDP.

We consider first the interaction of an allylπ system with a
parallel oxygen lone pair substituted at position 2. Neglecting
the small symmetry breaking effect of the hydroxyl proton, only
allyl orbitalsæ1 andæ3 are of the proper symmetry to mix with
the oxygen lone pair (Figure 5), and the resulting orbitals are
those of a heteroatomic trimethylenemethane (TMM)
equivalent.57-68 This mixing is weakly stabilizing for hetero-
atomic 6-electron system and thus favors distortion of 3,5-DDP
toward a bicyclic structure (as probably does also inductive
stabilization of the allyl anion by the substituting oxygen).

The longer C-O and interdehydrocarbon distances in the 2,4-
DDPs, on the other hand, are due to adestabilizing interaction
between the oxygen lone pair and the developing allyl anion in
the zwitterionic resonance structure. If an allyl anion is perturbed
with a lone pair that has significant overlap withæ2, then this
4-electron repulsive interaction dominates the orbital mixing
(Figure 5) and the net effect is to mitigate against contraction
toward a bicyclic structure.

The above analysis rationalizes the trend in singlet BSEs for
the metaDDPs. The strongest resonance interaction involving
the protonated cyclopropenone in singlet 2,6-DDP leads to a
BSE that is about 6 kcal/mol more negative than that for singlet
m-benzyne.54 The somewhat weaker but still stabilizing interac-
tion found in singlet 3,5-DDP leads to a BSE about 3 kcal/mol
more negative. And, thedestabilizing interaction noted for
singlet 2,4-DDP is made manifest by a BSE about 2 kcal/mol
lessnegative than that form-benzyne. Kraka et al.23 noted the
destabilization present in the 2,4-DDP system by a somewhat
different analysis, computing the 0 K enthalpy for the isodesmic
reaction
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Figure 4. Resonance structures associated with bicyclic forms of the
metaDDPs.

Figure 5. Mixing of allyl anion and nonbonding oxygen orbitals to
form 2-oxyallyl (left) and 1-oxyallyl (right) MOs. Some mixing lines
are left out for clarity.
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to be 3.4 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31G** level. Our own
calculations for reaction 6 at the CCSD(T)//BLYP level yield a
value of 3.5 kcal/mol. The positive sign for this enthalpy of
reaction indicates the degree to which it is less favorable to
substitutem-benzyne in the 4-position compared to benzene.

To within experimental error, the triplet BSEs for allmeta
DDP isomers are the same as that measured form-benzyne.14,54

Thus, the trend in S-T gaps for themetaDDPs directly reflects
the degree of stabilization of the singlets (Figure 3).

para Diradicals. As has been noted for other low-symmetry
p-arynes,33-35,69 the CCSD(T) method with a HF reference
cannot be used for 2,5-DDP because very large singles
amplitudes lead to instability in the estimation of the correlation
energy associated with triple excitations. BD(T) calculations
alleviate this instability.

Substitution ofp-benzyne by a hydroxyl group is predicted
to decrease the S-T splitting by about 2 kcal/mol. It is difficult
to rationalize this decrease, however, as the singlet and triplet
BSEs are predicted to agree with those forp-benzyne to well
within the experimental error (the error for thep-benzyne BSEs
is larger than that for its S-T splitting because the heats of
formation required for eq 3 are measured to lower accuracy
than are the S-T splittings derived from negative ion photo-
electron spectroscopy14). Thus, it is not clear whether the smaller
gap derives from singlet destabilization, triplet stabilization, or
some combination of the two.

One possibility is that the empty C-O σ* orbital in 2,5-DDP
mixes slightly with the MO derived from symmetric combina-
tion of the two nonbonding orbitals. The latter MO is formally
empty in the singlet state and singly occupied in the triplet,53,56

so the interaction would be expected to favor the triplet and
reduce the S-T splitting. Since experimental uncertainties do
not allow us to be definitive, we have undertaken some
additional calculations to explore this point, as well as to further
bolster our analysis forortho andmetaisomers.

Other Substituents.Table 4 compares, for the CCSD(T) level
using the isodesmic correction scheme embodied in eq 5, S-T
splittings of the DDPs to those computed for the six possible
didehydroanilines (DDAs) and didehydrobenzonitriles (DDBNs).
Complete energetic and geometric results for these systems will
be reported elsewhere.70 The DDAs and DDBNs are not subject
to rotational isomerism associated with the substituent group;
to clarify substituent comparisons, the DDP values in Table 4
are averaged over both hydroxyl rotamers for the 2,3-, 2,4-,
2,5-, and 3,4-positional isomers.

We compare amino, hydroxyl, and cyano groups as substit-
uents. To the extent we have invoked effects associated with
donation ofπ-electron density, the amino group is the strongest
π-donor, the hydroxyl group next strongest, and the cyano group
is π-electron withdrawing; with respect to electronegativity/σ-
electron withdrawing character, hydroxyl is the strongest
inductive acceptor, amino is next strongest, and cyano is weakly
accepting.71

Thus, for the 2,3-isomer, we have inferred an increased S-T
splitting to be associated with bond-dipole-aligned stabilization
of a zwitterionic singlet mesomer. Based on inductive power,
this effect should be largest for hydroxyl, smallest for cyano,
and intermediate for amino. This is indeed the trend observed
in Table 4, with a total span of 3.2 kcal/mol. In the 3,5-isomer,

we have similarly proposed that the inclusion of a highly elec-
tronegative atom in a TMM-like system stabilizes a zwitterionic
singlet mesomer and thereby increases the S-T splitting. Thus,
the trend in this system should be the same as for the 2,3-isomer
(OH > NH2 > CN), and this is indeed what is observed, with
the range of S-T splittings spanning 3.0 kcal/mol.

In the case of the 2,6-DDP isomer, we inferredπ-donation
to stabilize cyclopropenium cation character in a zwitterionic
mesomer and thereby to increase the S-T splitting. As expected
for this analysis, the magnitude of the splitting increases when
the hydroxyl group is replaced by the betterπ-donating amino
group and decreases when the replacing group is cyano. Table
4 indicates the range of the effect to be 7.0 kcal/mol, which is
33% of the prototypicalm-benzyne S-T splitting. Similarly,
we invoked a destabilizing interaction between terminalπ-
density in the allyl anion of a singlet mesomer and the hydroxyl
group lone pair in rationalizing the lower than expected S-T
splitting in 2,4-DDP. Consistent with this analysis, the singlet
destabilization is about the same in the analogous DDA and
reduced by 2.2 kcal/mol in the analogous DDBN, which has a
π-electron-withdrawing group substituting the anionic position.

For the above isomers, effects on the S-T splitting were
rationalized as deriving from differential effects on the singlet
BSEs. While the data for the DDAs and DDBNs are not shown
here, it is indeed the case that the majority of the differences in
the S-T splittings as a function of substitution is attributable
in every instance to changes in singlet BSEs, with only very
small perturbations observed for triplet BSEs.

We return, last, to our speculation that in the 2,5-isomer an
adjacent low-energyσ* acceptor orbital may stabilize the triplet
over the singlet (since the former has the occupied orbital of
highest energy). As expected from such a prediction and the
inductive power of the groups examined, Table 4 indicates the
S-T splitting to be smallest (i.e., triplet most stabilized, albeit
still above the singlet) for the DDP, next smallest for the DDA,
and largest for the DDBN. In this case, it is the variation in the
triplet BSEs that dominates the effect.

Thus, in every isomer, trends in chemical substitution are
consistent with perturbation effects rationalized in the DDPs
based on analysis of differences in geometries and electronic
structures. Improved understanding of these interactions between
substituent groups and arynes should prove useful in the design
of systems having specifically targeted S-T splittings.
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m-benzyne+ phenolf 2,4-DDP+ benzene (6) Table 4. Corrected CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ//BLYP/cc-pVDZ S-T
Splittings (H0, kcal/mol) for Substituted Benzynesa

ortho meta para

level 2,3 3,4 2,6 3,5 2,4 2,5

DDA -40.1 -37.0 -28.3 -23.8 -18.7 -2.4
DDP -41.5 -36.0 -27.1 -24.2 -18.4 -1.9
DDBN -38.3 -37.5 -21.3 -21.2 -20.6 -3.4

a See eqs 3-5 and discussion in text.
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